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PRACTICAL TIPS AND CHALLENGES

CREATING FLIPPED CLASSROOM 
SIMULATION EXERCISES TO GAMIFY 

TEACHING AND LEARNING



In the wake of COVID-19...
How can educators 
maintain students’ 
attention?

How can we “gamify” teaching 
in a remote and asynchronous 
learning environment?

Is there a simple, customizable, 
and cost-effective way to do so?

What is a “flipped 
classroom”?
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A Flipped Classroom Approach 
to Gamify the Teaching and 
Learning of Business Ethics

HKU Teaching Development Grant



Purpose of the Flipped Classroom Project

Underlying Challenges:
• Further integrating ethics in the Faculty of Business and Economics

• Better Teaching and Learning experience where it is increasingly 
difficult to keep students’ attention

• Adjusting to COVID - both online and asynchronous learning 

Our Questions:
• Can adding simulations to the course activities enhance teaching 

and learning in this new environment? 

• If we make it easy for other instructors, would they be willing to 
integrate our case simulations into their courses? 



What We Did and Learned



Existing Online Business Ethics Simulations

Issues with commercial solutions we examined: 
● Technology: Development costs are high, limiting the ability to 

customize or update. Most simulations utilize outdated technology.

● Cost: Expensive, often costing over US$100 per license

● Customization: Teachers want activities that relate to their areas 
of experience, and that are timely and relatable to students. So 
many primarily want to do simulations that they are involved in 
making.



The Dream:
Choose your own adventure books

Bandershatch on Netflix

Our Solution
Use Google Forms to create a series of case studies that 
have the same foundation story, but multiple sub stories 

with issues relating both to ethics and other relevant subject 
matter, e.g. marketing, leadership, etc. 

https://www.netflix.com/hk-en/title/80988062
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Foundation Story: 
Introduction explaining 

the basic background for 
the student protagonist 

(to become a video)

Sub-narrative 3: 
Ex: Accounting case

Sub-narrative 2: 
Ex: Human Resources 

case

Sub-narrative 1: 
Ex: Marketing case 

Requirements:
● Vague gender, geography, etc., to keep it relatable to all students
● Plug-and-play model: allow teachers to use the cases in any combination or order 
● Make it as easy and adaptable for the teacher as possible, including multiple 

different teaching options



Pilot Simulation:
Marketing - Monkey business, 

or just kidding around?

Google Form Interface
Benefits of Google Form

Student Feedback
Teacher Feedback
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Google Form Interface

Foundation Story: 
Introduction to the 
Simulation Game
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Google Form Interface

Sub-narrative: 
Marketing Case 

Study Instructions
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Google Form Interface

Multiple-Choice 
Decision-Making

● Choose your own adventure, 
with different consequences

● Stories can be as complicated 
or simple as you like

● Can add short or long answer 
questions 



Benefits of Google Forms
• Technology: 

– Free, stable, and easily accessible
– Mobile friendly  

• Cost: 
– Free 

• Customization:
– Highly customizable
– No coding or outsourcing required 

• Added bonus: 
– Data collection & aggregation allows for learning across time and 

groups
– Collection of both qualitative and quantitative responses and 

feedback 
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Example of How Google Form Collects and Aggregates Data

I would not delay the process by doing additional research on whether 
Hoiyiu's products are cruelty-free. Instead, I will tell Anita the situation and 
allow her to make up her own mind. I realize that, if she turns the offer 
down, this decision could derail the entire proposal and anger the marketing 
team. But it's better for these issues to be out in the open rather than risk an 
ugly and public fall-out with Anita down the road. This doesn't fix any 
possible animal-cruelty concerns, but we can deal with those later.

I do not think it is necessary to do additional research or to tell Anita about the 
possible concerns. Hoiyiu has done nothing wrong, and I do not want to delay 
the process or upset anyone on Hoiyiu's marketing or management team this 
early in the merger process because it could affect our working relationship in 
the future. The marketing team has done a good job in the past, and I am not 
an expert. I am better off relying on their expertise for the time being.

I would choose to take some time (which potentially means delaying the 
proposal and risks upsetting the marketing team) to confirm whether 
Hoiyiu products are cruelty-free, so that we can ensure the company's 
values are in line with our brand ambassador's values. If we find that 
Hoiyiu's products are not cruelty-free, I would recommend making the 
necessary changes to our suppliers and processes to ensure Hoiyiu's 
products can be labeled as cruelty-free.
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Example: Would you declare your product cruelty free? 

I would explain that I confirmed Hoiyiu's coconut suppliers do 
use monkey labor, and recommend that Leah push Hoiyiu to 
immediately find an alternative supply of coconuts that do not 
use animal labor. This will cost time and money up front, but 
will help ensure our long-term brand reputation and 
profitability.

I would explain that I confirmed that Hoiyiu's coconut 
suppliers do use monkey labor, but would explain that so do 
many others. This is an important issue for a long-term 
discussion, but is no an immediate concern. I would not 
recommend immediate action.

I would explain that I confirmed that Hoiyiu's coconut 
suppliers do use monkey labor, but would suggest that 
doing so is actually accepted by local culture and actually 
deemed more ethical because it avoids poor humans from 
having to risk injury by climbing the trees and picking the 
coconuts themselves.

In order to avoid any additional delays or bad feelings among 
the team, I would simply ignore the issue and move on. There 
will be time to address these potential concerns another day, 
and maintaining team comradery is more important than this 
single issue.
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Example: What does the law say?

Although I know it will take more time and money, this marketing 
campaign is important and you must be sure it's legal. You will ask 
the lawyers to confirm the laws in every country where Hoiyiu will 
be sponsoring influencer content, and ask them to draft relevant 
disclosure language for each jurisdiction where such disclosures 
are necessary.

I think the lawyers' preliminary advice is sufficient, and decided to 
not seek additional legal advice. I will suggest Hoiyiu put a general 
disclosure on each influencer video.

Since there really isn't a legal standard in this area, and Hoiyiu is 
not likely to get into trouble even if they technically violate the 
rules in one of the countries, I decided that there really isn't a 
legal need to put disclosures on the videos.

Since the legal questions are not fully answerable, I will pull the 
plug on the whole thing, and to disapprove the plan to use 
influencers. You will recommend the marketing team find 
another way to market the skincare product.
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STUDENT FEEDBACK
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Student Feedback — Quantitative

Students were generally positive about the simulation. 

● 100% of students agreed that it helped them use knowledge and 
skills in a practical useful way. 

● 100% of students agreed that they would like to participate in 
similar simulations in the future, with 68.8% giving the highest 
possible score. 
Note: This is one set of class results, but it is generally representative of other student responses. 
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Student Feedback - Qualitative

● Stress: Some students said it was stressful for them to make the 
decisions. 

● Comments & Questions: Several students suggested that we 
should include text boxes for general comments and questions for 
each major question. 

● Conclusion? Students are looking for a “conclusion” and are used 
to questions that have specific right and wrong answers.

● Guessing: Some students “guessed” at what they assumed was the 
“correct” answer because it was a business ethics class. 

● Reading: Some students found the simulation a bit too text-heavy.

● Reality? Some students expressed that there would definitely be a 
big difference between a “click” and how a decision is made in the 
real world.
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INSTRUCTOR FEEDBACK
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Instructor Feedback - Qualitative

● Generally positive reaction to the virtual case, and most considered it to be 
well-designed and a nice break from traditional cases. 

● Mixing 2-3 virtual cases with traditional cases in a semester-long course seems 
to be a nice mixture. Some suggested one virtual case at the beginning, middle, 
and end of semester.

● One of the benefits of the virtual case was decision-points in the middle of the 
case as opposed to traditional cases where such generally comes at the end.

● One student commented that the case was interesting, but he but expected 
more feedback at the end about the choices/outcomes undertaken.

● Though students liked the cases, they expressed various thoughts around the 
likely different outcomes in a hypothetical case versus how a decision was to 
truly be made in the real world with real consequences.

● It can be challenging for a teacher to implement such simulations in remote and 
asynchronous learning environments.

● Teachers were concerned about students going for the “correct” answers 
instead of making honest decisions.
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PRACTICAL CHALLENGES 
FOR TEACHERS
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Challenge 1: 
Writing the Simulation 

Writing the simulations is challenging:
● Building the characters, particularly the 

main character that the student will play

● The language & content

● Creating realistic workplace scenarios

● Coming up with realistic 
decision-making choices without 
steering students towards certain 
“correct” answers

But when it is well-written, 
student will really enjoy.
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Challenge 2: 
Google Form Technical Issues

Google Form “Loop”

Google form could pose 
limitations depending on 
how the storyline is written 
and the students’ 
decisions. Students can be 
redirected to the same 
questions again and again. 
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Resolution to Challenge 1 & 2:
Use Miro to Plan the Simulation Game Decision Matrix

One may use Miro to plan the simulation game decision matrix. It 
aids the process of writing of the scenarios, and avoids the creation 
of the aforementioned Google Form “loop” problem.

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lKUab5g=/
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lKUab5g=/
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Challenge 3:
Teachers May Find Such Simulation Game Different To Manage

● This is new for most teachers, and thus can be challenging for a 
teacher to implement such simulation games in remote and 
asynchronous learning environments.

● It requires thoughtful lesson-planning to drive meaningful discussion 
based on the simulation(s).
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Resolution to Challenge 3:
Comprehensive Teaching Notes

● We created detailed teaching notes to guide how to use the 
simulation, provided a lesson plan, and sets of questions for the 
teacher to drive meaningful discussions in their lessons.
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Challenge 4:
Students Found the Simulation Too Text-Heavy

Some students found the 
simulation slightly 

text-heavy.
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Resolution to Challenge 4:
Integrate Videos and Images in the Google Form

● In order to enhance engagement, we will integrate images, videos, 
voice messages.
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Implications for Teaching & 
Learning
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Broad 
Application of 

Gamified 
Learning 

• Can be used for any program-level 
learning requirements (e.g., ethics)

• An effective way to harmonize 
teaching and learning across 
cohorts

• A tool to collect students’ decisions 
and aggregate data across cohorts 
and years



Using The Simulation Model 
As An Assessment Tool

32
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Using The Simulation Model As An Assessment Tool

● You can test student knowledge through the decisions they 
make, and ask for both quantitative and qualitative questions 
throughout the process.
○ MCQ, short-answer, and essay questions

● You can also flip it around and ask the students to create a 
simulation as part of their assessment.
○ Involving significant aspects of higher-level thought and 

learning, including evaluation, synthesis, analysis, etc.
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Sample Simulation
Let’s give it a try...

Please scan the QR code to participate:

Things to note:
● You are limited in what multimedia tools you can add, but images and video 

links work. 
● Go to section based on answer 
● Can shuffle the option order if desired
● Click “Responses” to see the results, and “Create Spreadsheet” to create a 

sheet that captures all the response data. 
● Make sure you send the right link! 



35QUESTIONS?


